
 PAINT IT!

 TRANSFER IT!

 FREEHAND IT!

 ADD IRON-ONS TO IT!

CHECK OUT OUR...

t-shirt time
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



For this maritime design, 
we made an anchor stencil (scroll to 
page 7 for template) out of freezer 
paper and ironed it on. Before we 
peeled it off, we sprayed the shirt 
with glitter fabric dye. Just add a 
sailor hat and some canvas flats, 
and you’re ready to set sail. 

SEA
TIME

Haven’t you heard? Tribal is 
in! So get in on the trend with a colorful 
stylish-in-symbols tee. We used a mix 
of stencils (Crafts Dept.) and freehand 
designs—all applied with fabric paints. 
Feel free to improvise with your own 
patterns and drawings.

TRIBAL 
TEE

#1

#2

TIP: For best results,

follow manufacturers’

instructions for application

of designs and

embellishments and

for laundering

information.
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Love this better-than-boutique 
tee? Pick up an at-home screen-printing 
kit, grab a t-shirt and print off your 
favorite design. Then just follow the kit 
instructions and you’ll have a closetful of 
one-of-a-kind tees in no time!

TYPE 
CASTING

A plain white tee doesn’t have to 
be so-so. Dress it up with fabric markers—in a 
feathery tangle of purples, greens and a hint of 
neon—and it becomes so vogue! Don’t be afraid 
to get creative with your designs, colors and 
t-shirt styles.

UNDER THE 
FEATHER

#3

#4
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Take your walk across the stage, ’cause  
 you’re a Fashion School  grad in this  
 swanky tank! First we cut the sleeves 
off a t-shirt and gathered it in the back. Then we 
embellished it with a cluster of whisper-light fabric 
flowers. Talk about summertime style!

PINK TANK

Pretty up a basic black tank with a 
collection of blingy accessories. We simply stitched 
on beaded embellishments, rhinestone clusters 
and an artfully draped strand of pearls. With a 
shirt this sparkly, there’s no need for jewelry!

BAUBLE TO 
BAUBLE

Never underestimate the outfit-altering power of a quirky accessory—which is exactly 

what this petal-decked plume has! And the best part? The embellishment is detachable 

for easy laundering, thanks to velcro on the boa ends and shirt straps.

BLESS MY BOA
#7

#5

#6
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STRAIGHT & 
NARROW

What’s trendy and gold and stylish 
all over? This arrow-adorned tee 

that’ll make your heart quiver! 
We used a freezer paper stencil, a sheet of 

silk-screen foil, foil and glitter adhesive and gold 
fabric paint to get this made-for-Midas design.

You have the right to remain 
fabulous—and this rock-star tank will get 
you there. Simply iron on iridescent heat-set 
gems in the design of your choice (we went 
with a cascading starburst-inspired look). 
Then get ready to rock the runway!

GEM 
ME UP

What does the fox say? We’re 
glad you asked, because this sly guy says 
“I’m trendy and I know it!” Just use iron-on 
nail heads and our template (page 8) to 
make your very own foxy friend.

OUTSIDE 
THE FOX#9

#8

#10
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All you need is love (oh, and 
some deep red fabric glitter) to make this 
lucky-in-luxe tee. Draw your design on 
the shirt, and fill it in with foil and glitter 
adhesive. Then sprinkle on a generous 
helping of glitter. The end result is simply 
stunning.

CLOTHES 
CALL#11

T-shirt DIYs are all the rage 
these days. And when your crew neck 
crafts are complete, you’re often left with 
a pile of scraps—hems, sleeves and such. 
So grab all your gals for a t-shirt palooza, 
and turn those leftover pieces into a 
funky-fun banner by simply knotting 
them to a length of twine.

#12
THAT’S 
A SCRAP
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SEA TIME
FROM PAGE 2

#1

Enlarge template by 100% before transferring onto fabric.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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OUTSIDE THE FOX
FROM PAGE 5

#9

We filled the black section with iron-on nail heads.
Enlarge template by 100% before transferring onto fabric.


